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The Accurate Property Insurance Data You Need,
Configured to the Way You Do Property

PROPERTY RISK MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Capture better insurance rates and ratings, 
and free up time for other tasks, with AMP 
Property risk management software. This 
smart, secure system — based on industry 
best practices — is uniquely tailorable to 
the way your organization does property 
risk management. Discover unmatched data 
capture and accuracy, reporting and 
efficiency for every phrase of the property 
risk management process. Unify and 
streamline your workflows and improve 
communication with this time-saving 
application. Modules include:

Primary and secondary COPE data fields capture details so yearly Statement of Values initiatives 
are easy and you’re always prepared for a risk event. Required fields ensure critical data 
elements are never omitted, keeping you on track. Permissions and approvals inform users, 
increase accountability and improve data quality. History features auto-document your data 
updates, avoiding time-consuming detective work.

• Buildings
• Property in the open

Discover property tracking with powerful detail, accountability and accuracy. Collect data for:

• States, superpools, pools, cities, 
educational

• Sites

Property Risk Management Core Module

• Movable equipment
• And more!

Accurate reporting helps drive better, quicker decision-making, saving you time and money. 

Pre-formatted and ad hoc reports offer both a strategic, bird’s eye view of your property and 

let you drill-down to the fine details. Create custom data searches, choose the fields you want 

in your preferred order, and save them for future report runs. Share with others for improved 

communication. Schedule the reports you build to be automatically emailed to AMP user 

addresses daily, weekly or monthly. Receive the most current reports without having to even 

log-in to the AMP system! 

Reporting Module
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This perfect complement to your appraisal program allows you to maintain accurate estimates 

of replacement costs year-after-year. Customized exclusively to your organization, the models 

are created by industry experts using multiple valuation resources and include the flexibility to 

adjust based on a variety of property-specific modifiers. When combined with onsite appraisal 

services, you can address 100% of your Total Insurable Value.

Automate your renewal process and increase accountability with AMP Property’s Events 

module. Schedule renewal events, send automated email reminders to pool members and 

create a contact history. You’ll spend less time chasing Statement of Values updates, freeing you 

for other tasks.

Create policies and add segments to track insurance information alongside of property data 

in one single, comprehensive database. Standard policy types include: auto liability, building 

and content, business interruption, data processing, inland marine, and medical malpractice. 

Or add your own policy types!

From school buses to motor pools, the AMP Licensed Vehicle Management module streamlines 

the way your entity or risk pool manages the complex information and detailed records 

associated with licensed vehicles. It offers a convenient, efficient, and secure way of managing: 

basic vehicle attributes, mechanical attributes, vehicle location and assignment details, 

replacement costs, insurable values, actual cash values and more.

Valuation Estimator Module

Events Module

Licensed Vehicle Management Module

Insurance Policy Management Module

Tasks Module
Improve communication and streamline processes by assigning data approval tasks to other 

users in this permissions-based module. Each user sees only the task history relevant to them, 

while administrators enjoy control over approval tasks and who can see them. The module also 

comes with built-in approval notifications, to make approving updates quicker and easier. 

Always know what’s been updated, by whom, and when. The history is readily available any 

time you need it.
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AMP is Your Opportunity for...

• More powerful communication 
across the organization

• More accurate insurance coverage 
based on current information.

• Data clarity and confidence
• Streamlined workflow
• Greater accountability

Contact AssetWorks today to learn how AMP can bring new vision to your property risk management program.

AMP works the way you work but powered up with added convenience. Get only the modules you need, adjust fields 

to match your organization’s terminology and mold workflow to your processes for all-new automation.

Configurable, permissions-based homepage dashboards showcase your prioritized property data elements quickly, to 

those who need it most. You choose which data options are displayed, who gets to see them when they log-in, and our 

AssetWorks team configures it to your business. 

Modules, pages, user fields, buttons, tasks and approval capabilities can all be customized by user. If certain users 

require only certain functionality, AssetWorks makes it happen. Relabel buttons, actions and modules to fit your 

internal terminology. And flexibly set limitless user-defined field types to become text fields, lookup fields, valuation 

fields, radio buttons and more. You control the fields and how many of them you require, to suit the way you operate.

System administrators have the power to configure business rules to more closely reflect what’s important to your 

organization. Mark required fields, leverage rules to assign tasks to particular users or send email notifications when 

certain data is updated. The application lets you be more proactive, more informed, and more accurate based on the 

way your organization operates.

And It’s All Configurable, Right Down to the Individual

AMP’s capabilities don’t stop with property. Now AMP includes robust RMIS functionality like:

• Incident Management

• Claim Management / Administration

• Policy Management

• Property Management (COPE)

• Certificates of Insurance (COI)

• Tasks

• Contacts

• Document Management

• Business Rule / Process Flow Management

• Dashboard Analytics and Reporting 

• And Robust User Security

Contact AssetWorks today to learn how AMP Property and AMP RMIS can bring new vision to your property 

risk management program.

And Even Better...
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